Hibiscus & Bays Local Board
Plans 2017-2020
Event Feedback

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Have your Say events on 2017 draft local board plan

TCode
Count
6.1 HB Q1 We think revitalising our
local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong
6local economy. Do you:
6.1.1 HB Q1 Agree
6.1.1.1 HB Q1 A
6.1.1.2 HB Q1 B
6.1.1.3 HB Q1 C
6.1.1.4 HB Q1 D
6.1.1.5 HB Q1 E
6.1.1.6 HB Q1 F
6.1.1.7 HB Q1 G
6.1.1.8 HB Q1 H
6.1.1.9 HB Q1 Other
6.1.2 HB Q1 Disagree
6.1.2.1 HB Q1 A
6.1.2.2 HB Q1 B
6.1.2.3 HB Q1 C
6.1.2.4 HB Q1 D
6.1.2.5 HB Q1 E
6.1.2.6 HB Q1 F
6.1.2.7 HB Q1 G
6.1.2.8 HB Q1 H
6.1.2.9 HB Q1 Other
6.1.3 HB Q1 Not sure
6.1.3.1 HB Q1 A
6.1.3.2 HB Q1 B
6.1.3.3 HB Q1 C
6.1.3.4 HB Q1 D
6.1.3.5 HB Q1 E
6.1.3.6 HB Q1 F
6.1.3.7 HB Q1 G
6.1.3.8 HB Q1 H
6.1.3.9 HB Q1 Other
6.1.4 HB Q1 Other
6.1.4.1 HB Q1 A
6.1.4.2 HB Q1 B
6.1.4.3 HB Q1 C
6.1.4.4 HB Q1 D
6.1.4.5 HB Q1 E
6.1.4.6 HB Q1 F
6.1.4.7 HB Q1 G
6.1.4.8 HB Q1 H
6.1.5 HB Q1 NR comment
6.1.6 HB Q1 Invalid response
6.1.7 HB Q1 No response
6.2 HB Q1 We think revitalising our
local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong
local economy. Do you:
6.2.1 HB Q2 Agree
6.2.1.1 HB Q2 A
6.2.1.2 HB Q2 B
6.2.1.3 HB Q2 C
6.2.1.4 HB Q2 D
6.2.1.5 HB Q2 E
6.2.1.6 HB Q2 F
6.2.1.7 HB Q2 G
6.2.1.8 HB Q2 H
6.2.1.9 HB Q2 I
6.2.1.10 HB Q2 Other
6.2.2 HB Q2 Disagree
6.2.2.1 HB Q2 A
6.2.2.2 HB Q2 B
6.2.2.3 HB Q2 C
6.2.2.4 HB Q2 D
6.2.2.5 HB Q2 E
6.2.2.6 HB Q2 F
6.2.2.7 HB Q2 G
6.2.2.8 HB Q2 H
6.2.2.9 HB Q2 I
6.2.2.10 HB Q2 Other
6.2.3 HB Q2 Not sure
6.2.3.1 HB Q2 A
6.2.3.2 HB Q2 B
6.2.3.3 HB Q2 C
6.2.3.4 HB Q2 D
6.2.3.5 HB Q2 E
6.2.3.6 HB Q2 F
6.2.3.7 HB Q2 G
6.2.3.8 HB Q2 H
6.2.3.9 HB Q2 I
6.2.3.10 HB Q2 Other
6.2.4 HB Q2 Other
6.2.4.1 HB Q2 A
6.2.4.2 HB Q2 B
6.2.4.3 HB Q2 C
6.2.4.4 HB Q2 D
6.2.4.5 HB Q2 E
6.2.4.6 HB Q2 F
6.2.4.7 HB Q2 G
6.2.4.8 HB Q2 H
6.2.4.9 HB Q2 I
6.2.5 HB Q2 NR comment
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6.3 HB Q3 We want to enhance
access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:
6.3.1 HB Q3 Agree
6.3.1.1 HB Q3 A
6.3.1.2 HB Q3 B
6.3.1.3 HB Q3 C
6.3.1.4 HB Q3 D
6.3.1.5 HB Q3 E
6.2.1.6 HB Q3 F
6.3.1.7 HB Q3 G
6.3.1.8 HB Q3 H
6.3.1.9 HB Q3 Other
6.3.2 HB Q3 Disagree
6.3.2.1 HB Q3 A
6.3.2.2 HB Q3 B
6.3.2.3 HB Q3 C
6.3.2.4 HB Q3 D
6.3.2.5 HB Q3 E
6.3.2.6 HB Q3 F
6.3.2.7 HB Q3 G
6.3.2.8 HB Q3 H
6.3.2.9 HB Q3 Other
6.3.3 HB Q3 Not sure
6.3.3.1 HB Q3 A
6.3.3.2 HB Q3 B
6.3.3.3 HB Q3 C
6.3.3.4 HB Q3 D
6.3.3.5 HB Q3 E
6.3.3.6 HB Q3 F
6.3.3.7 HB Q3 G
6.3.3.8 HB Q3 H
6.3.3.9 HB Q3 Other
6.3.4 HB Q3 Other
6.3.4.1 HB Q3 A
6.3.4.2 HB Q3 B
6.3.4.3 HB Q3 C
6.3.4.4 HB Q3 D
6.3.4.5 HB Q3 E
6.3.4.6 HB Q3 F
6.3.4.7 HB Q3 G
6.3.4.8 HB Q3 H
6.3.5 HB Q3 NR comment
6.3.6 HB Q3 Invalid response
6.3.7 HB Q3 No response
6.4 HB Q4 We are keen to support
communities influencing the look, feel
and function of local spaces and
places and to be actively involved in
improving them. Do you:
6.4.1 HB Q4 Agree
6.4.1.1 HB Q4 A
6.4.1.2 HB Q4 B
6.4.1.3 HB Q4 C
6.4.1.4 HB Q4 D
6.4.1.5 HB Q4 E
6.4.1.6 HB Q4 F
6.4.1.7 HB Q4 G
6.4.1.8 HB Q4 H
6.4.1.9 HB Q4 Other
6.4.2 HB Q4 Disagree
6.4.2.1 HB Q4 A
6.4.2.2 HB Q4 B
6.4.2.3 HB Q4 C
6.4.2.4 HB Q4 D
6.4.2.5 HB Q4 E
6.4.2.6 HB Q4 F
6.4.2.7 HB Q4 G
6.4.2.8 HB Q4 H
6.4.2.9 HB Q4 Other
6.4.3 HB Q4 Not sure
6.4.3.1 HB Q4 A
6.4.3.2 HB Q4 B
6.4.3.3 HB Q4 C
6.4.3.4 HB Q4 D
6.4.3.5 HB Q4 E
6.4.3.6 HB Q4 F
6.4.3.7 HB Q4 G
6.4.3.8 HB Q4 H
6.4.3.8 HB Q4 Other
6.4.4 HB Q4 Other
6.4.4.1 HB Q4 A
6.4.4.2 HB Q4 B
6.4.4.3 HB Q4 C
6.4.4.4 HB Q4 D
6.4.4.5 HB Q4 E
6.4.4.6 HB Q4 F
6.4.4.7 HB Q4 G
6.4.4.8 HB Q4 H
6.4.5 HB Q4 NR comment
6.4.6 HB Q4 Invalid response
6.4.7 HB Q4 No response
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6.5 HB Q5 You have told us that a
protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like
to continue working with partners to
educate and care for our unique
natural heritage. Do you:
6.5.1 HB Q5 Agree
6.5.1.1 HB Q5 A
6.5.1.2 HB Q5 B
6.5.1.3 HB Q5 C
6.5.1.4 HB Q5 D
6.5.1.5 HB Q5 E
6.5.1.6 HB Q5 F
6.5.1.7 HB Q5 G
6.5.1.8 HB Q5 Other
6.5.2 HB Q5 Disagree
6.5.2.1 HB Q5 A
6.5.2.2 HB Q5 B
6.5.2.3 HB Q5 C
6.5.2.4 HB Q5 D
6.5.2.5 HB Q5 E
6.5.2.6 HB Q5 F
6.5.2.7 HB Q5 G
6.5.2.8 HB Q5 Other
6.5.3 HB Q5 Not sure
6.5.3.1 HB Q5 A
6.5.3.2 HB Q5 B
6.5.3.3 HB Q5 C
6.5.3.4 HB Q5 D
6.5.3.5 HB Q5 E
6.5.3.6 HB Q5 F
6.5.3.7 HB Q5 G
6.5.3.8 HB Q5 Other
6.5.4 HB Q5 Other
6.5.4.1 HB Q5 A
6.5.4.2 HB Q5 B
6.5.4.3 HB Q5 C
6.5.4.4 HB Q5 D
6.5.4.5 HB Q5 E
6.5.4.6 HB Q5 F
6.5.4.7 HB Q5 G
6.5.4.8 HB Q5 Other
6.5.5 HB Q5 NR comment
6.5.6 HB Q5 Invalid response
6.5.7 HB Q5 No response
6.6 HB Any other comments?
6.6.1 HB Community services
6.6.2 HB Parks, sport and recreation
6.6.3 HB Arts, culture and events
6.6.4 HB Economic development
6.6.5 HB Planning
6.6.6 HB Environment
6.6.7 HB Transport
6.6.8 HB Finance
6.6.9 HB Governance and support
6.6.10 HB Request for funding
6.6.11 HB Other comments
6.6.12 HB Invalid response
6.6.13 HB No response
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No of Attendees

Event

23
Topic
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract
people to shop locally and contribute to a strong local
economy. Do you
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:

Saturday, 27th May 2017 ‐ HBLB HYSE ‐ Hibiscus and Bays Local Board
Office (11am‐2pm)
Comment
we agree with the statement that residents have access to local employment - that's what it should
be, petrol is not cheap here
We agree with promoting awareness of the area's natural assets, to help grow the green economy
and eco-tourism

We should have tourists and they should be encouraged, bring the people to Browns Bay
composting - make businesses follow practices of composting for substainable practices it could
be our "point of difference"
Work with partners to enable young people to increase their employment prospects - I don’t think
its that hard for youth to find employment if they want it
What is shifting in the work force is the new technology, which is taking out manual labour - need
to look at tertiary professions. More social engagement is required as technology increases and
takes away manual jobs
It would be good if the local board could work with schools to open up more pathways through the
"gateway" systems - including council, hospitals, and working together
Silverdale industrial land is definitely needed, need to put in more traffic lights or bridges to make
access easy
Look at 'co-sharing' spaces for businesses (refer website: bizdojo) where different people can hire
a desk and chair, and share costs such as wifi

Having our town centre vibrant so our residents shop locally is a good idea and common sense

Silverdale - nice boutique shops, we like the uniqueness of this town centre

Town centre plans, you should combine Rothesay Bay and Mairangi Bay

Don’t see Red Beach as a top priority for Centre Plans

Is Waiwera big enough to warrant a Centre Plan?
as for employment for young people, not just young people, older people need employment
options too. Having employment stops people from leaving the area and clogging up the
motorways
Agree to advocate to facilitate development of land in Silverdale to increase employment
opportunities - and probably further afield, but not by taking key ecological areas
supportive of promoting awareness of the area's natural assets to help grow the green economy
and eco-tourism
We want the benefits of tourism, but want to manage it, so that we protect the eco-system and not
destroy it.

Encourage schools to get on board with green economy

support the encouragement of community group to lead the revitalisation of our town centres
encourage people to shop locally which benefits by not using transport, locals are being employed
and it revitalises the area and tends to be more personal. Also retains profits in the community

In regards to preparation of Centre Plans, please include neighbouring suburbs in consultation

power lines need to go underground - not at council expense, but include in Vector business plan
Informative Motorway signs at Silverdale and Grand Drive turn offs for tourists to encourage more
of them to visit Silverdate and Orewa
Large Signs in Town Centres informing the public what the Local Board has achieved ie the new
rubbush disposal proposed, the new organic station, the progress on Penlink
Park'n'ride at Albany inadequate. Silverdale park'n'ride being extended for a third time.

Topic

Comment

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:

Decent feeder buses to the bus stations required. Need to support the local board in advocating
for this.

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:

Affirm that central government facilitate the initiation of this project.

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier
delivery of Penlink, improved travel times and public
transport options. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:

Ferry and terminal facilities at Browns Bay - nice but not needed

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:

More functional playgrounds for all ages i.e. basketball courts needed

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our
coastlines, park and reserves. Do you:

Affirm delivering Penlink.
Traffic management plans around the build of Penlink need careful attention
Ecological impact of Penlink needs careful monitoring
Minimum disruption during build. Look at best practice e.g. construction of Murrays Bay wharf
which enabled continued use of Murrays Bay beach and yachting off it.

Cyclists should have "bells" which can be sounded on shard walking/cycling paths

Affirm advocating to Auckland Transport to provide more bicycle parking at public transport hubs,
town centres and the ferry
Confirm advocating to Auckland Transport to install signage for cycleway and walkways to help
direct users and make options more obvious
Disability access needs attention

Strongly affirm the major realignment of Lonely Track Road/East Coast Road/Glenvar Road
intersection to improve safety and access to Long Bay and adjoining areas
Strongly affirm advocating for more transport options and improve linkages e.g. seven day ferry
sailings and connecting bus services to/from Gulf Harbour.
Light rail from the North Shore to Silverdale - affirm future focus.

Pedestrian access in park and ride spaces/venues needs to be assessed for safety purposes
Universal design principles applied to enable access
Enable more cycling

Consider where mobility scooters will travel as the population ages

Consider some overhead crossings for pedestrians

Some roads have footpaths only on one side, consider how to show (visually) the safe linkages

Consider flexible options to promote bike share

Consider promoting car pool apps

Good sports facilities which are enjoyed by all ages.
Options to include senior exercise/play/fitness equipment should be explored
Unisex - gender less/trans toilets
Retention of Archers block as reserve land crucial, especially as Penlink will increase development
and intensification along the peninsula

Pergolas/shade sails to protect from sun in all popular reserves needed
Easy access to sports and playgrounds such as Browns Bay and Long Bay needed
High service levels for maintenance in all parks needed
Recognise, plan and keep up to date with proposed development. Keep RMPs current
Archers block - what happens to sale funds if sold? Is it kept in the local board area?
Keep Archers block until confirmation re Penlink
Agree with multifunction sports areas (due to intense development there will be a lack of green
fields for individual sports)
Retain and future proof reserves and walkways when development is occurring and expected
Better links specifically for cyclists between towns, beaches and parks needed

Topic

Comment

Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the
look, feel and function of local spaces and places and to be
actively involved in improving them. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Council has control over infrastructure but not power, need a programmed for undergrounding.
Council should liaise with Vector and Vector could build it into their work programme

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Deliver programmes on pollution prevention and stream care - Auckland Council needs to recycle
more objects - we need our recycle plants to take more recyclable options just like overseas to
ensure that these recyclable boxes are not found within our streams.

Local arts centres - are new residents aware of these. Local board does very well in supporting
the arts centres
No mention of integration of the different cultures. Encourage neighbourhood support groups to
help bring people together. Easier with families who do things together.
To engage young people need to have specific events for them. Need to encourage young people
to stand up and organise things - encourage the natural leader
Density of Maori in Hibiscus and Bays warrants more effort in integrating more cultures.

Rates remission for privately owned facilities providing community benefit is supported e.g. arts
centres, maraes
Support local arts centres are sustainable, inclusive and embrace diversity. Encourage integration
of cultures.
Work with local real estate agents and see who new home owners are and send letter of welcome,
setting out community facilities etc.
Organisations like the Men's Shed good for bringing the older community together.

Ergonomically designed accessible seating

Totally agree to the North West Wildlink project - like to see the natural environment and boost our
natural economy - making it interesting for our community and visitors to the area.

Agree this is a good initiative but how far would you go on this - would it be like Shakespeare
Regional Park with a fence around it - need to make sure its viable and not setting up our
volunteers for failure
Like to see the rubbish bags are not charged out so that people will not dump their rubbish in our
parks - we need to make sure that people have as many opportunities to take away their rubbish
or have collection points that are cleared regularly.
Would like to see more of our schools involved in the volunteer programmes - how do we link the
schools with the already existing volunteer groups - there are a lot of young people who really want
to be involved but not sure how to get involved.
Like to see more kids involved with our streams - aware of Enviroschools but they really would like
to see council come and explain what they do and how the kids can contribute and make our
space better.
Like to see our kindergartens get more involved and shown how important our streams are to our
environment and teaching people about the ecology and fish that are in the water and what is a
healthy stream.
State of Auckland Freshwater Card - ECB graded a C - this is ok grade but the group thinks we
need to make this better and the only was is through education and getting people involved.

Totally agree to protecting and making people aware of our coastal walkways - this is so important
as it get young and old out there exploring their areas - would like to see wider paths and better
quality of paths and dedicated book advising how to get around these coastal areas. Where
possible it would be good to incorporate cycling on these paths.

Like to see traps for pests made available for any body who would like to put a trap down within
their area - need to advertise that this can be done even if it is through the volunteer groups.

Like to see a museum for not only Maori but pre European artwork, maps and pictures depicting
our local board area and the changes that have happened and how important that we learn from
our mistakes. We also need to celebrate our history and be good for people who are interested to
visit - you could have this where people will ring up if they want a tour etc. not have it manned full
time.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural Promote discussions on our waterways which works in with the eco tourism and supporting our
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working green economy - we need to work together to promote what is within our local board area - need
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
to engage with all parties including Maori- bring everyone together.
heritage. Do you:

Topic

Comment

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Like to see more education on the importance of our streams and not dumping rubbish and why it
is so important to have a better grade of water quality for our streams and the benefits for our
community - education is very important

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Totally support this initiative - our walkways and coastal areas are so important to our areas and a
great way to grow eco-tourism - more people will want to come if they have great walkways etc. need to think about promotion and marketing.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Totally agrees to working on the effects of development - would like to see filters over the drains
and roads where any development is taking place and ensure that they do provide ways of
stopping the siltation from getting into our coastal areas.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Napier has signs in their area showcasing the history of the area including Maori/European - this is
a great way of learning and low cost initiative that provides great education. Love the idea of
working with our prisoners on carving signs that tells the story as well.
Like to see more about our Maori heritage and how it fits in now - explaining the knowledge pf the
Maori heritage and why they settled in our areas

Totally support this initiative - all our stream need trees to provide food for the birds and wildlife the sound of birds and nature provides a calming experience for everyone.

Concern about people cutting weeds within their stream or even on the road side which then goes
into our stream and can cause issues with pest strands coming up in our streams - need to
educate people on the noxious weeds and how important not to cut them down and dump them
back into the water supply.

We need to educate people and what lives in the streams and how important it is to have healthy
streams - show the benefits - need to link in why it is beneficial - need to do better marketing people will buy in if they know it can affect them and their families.
Very important to value our environment by keeping it clean and providing education to our
community and visitors the importance of taking your rubbish away or putting it in a bin. If there
are no bins or not regularly cleaned then that is when people get lazy - need to get the basics right
first.

Concern that the drains are not getting cleaned out which causes flooding - need to make sure
that our drains are kept cleaned - it is a cost but a very important cost that relates to our
environment.
Important to ensure that growth does not contribute to our Freshwater Report Card on our streams
deteriorating - we need to make sure that the developers are aware of how important our stream
and ecological areas are to the community and possibility of future eco tourism.
Need to inform schools and any new migrants/people to our area on how they can become
involved and what they can contribute to making this a reality - pest free area is quite a daunting
task and needs to be broken down. Some people don't like chemicals others do and sometimes
there is the need for chemicals. You also have others who don't like the killing of pest animals.
Like to see more information about how this would look as a pest free local board area
Signage is important to show the enhancement of our natural watercourses and to explain to
people why they are needed - keep educating people..

Like to see our local board working with developers to ensure that they protect our waterways and
find ways to ensure that our waterways are kept clear of any silt or issues that may arise from the
development
Know that growth is important but it is vitally important that the developers are held to ensure they
mitigate any issues that happens within that area and that funding goes towards infrastructure to
help that area and keep it clean and green - we have a special area and it is important to ensure
that the growth enhances and provided opportunities to keep our area special. It is important to
remember that small initiatives that are networked well can go global its how you market it. Need
to tap into our community networks more.
Totally agrees with this initiative but are concerned about how many coastal walkways are being
shut down and how will the local board manage this - is there enough land to keep pulling back the
walkways or the funding to fix these walkways.
Tiritiri Matangi Island is a great initiative and a fantastic showcase within our local board area - we
need to promote this more on the eco-tourism front to grow our economy and then link them into
other things they can do within our local board area. Would like to see weekend ferries.
Concern that if you have people going to Tiritiri Matangi Island that it looses its appeal - so why not
do big events every quarter to showcase Tirititiri Matangi but then also highlight all the other
wonderful things happening on the Peninsula.
Really think its important to get weekend ferries going this would really help with the eco-tourism
not only with enabling our community to access other areas but you can highlight all the wonderful
tourism opportunities up in our local board area - i.e. Logan Dodds video - make it a reality.

Topic

Comment

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Totally support the volunteers - they are so important and provide a huge amount of man power.
This is known as the waterfall effect - volunteers are outsourcing their time and energy - it is vitally
important that they receive from the local board the support and encouragement to get on with the
job. Does the local board provide programmes on training to help them become empowered and
deliver these projects.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Volunteers are important but what about tapping into the sponsorship arena more. These big
companies like coke a cola can sponsor a river they then provide the manpower/funding/marketing
to get the work done in that stream area. You could link it in with the businesses within each of the
centre areas i.e. Browns Bay businesses could actually sponsor a beach/river/park - need to think
of other ways to get the message out there and these companies have a lot of marketing
expertise.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural Important to look after our streams and our environment - we are known as clean green NZ - how
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working do we ensure we do not lose this and that the message keeps getting out there.
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural What about involving our armed forces (who are not away or doing anything) to do work in our
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working environmental spaces - teaches them about the environment gives them different kind of training
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
which is still physical but has a great outcome not only for the armed forces but for our
heritage. Do you:
environment
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

North West Wildlink and our volunteers are really important - need the trees not only to help
reduce the carbon footprint, but important to retain the trees for the wildlife - it is great to hear that
the local board supports the North West Wildlink.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:

Would like to see interpretive signs but in places like walkways - similar to the Te Ara Tahuna
Walkway - like to see more artistic ways of telling the story - signs can be boring - need to make it
fun and enjoyable.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working
with partners to educate and care for our unique natural
heritage. Do you:
Any other comments?

Like to see companies working to help our environment - the local board should investigate
working with these companies on providing sponsorship - these companies often have great
marketing skills and can get the message out there.
Totally agree with this initiative - would like to see the knowledge of the area - our history is
interesting. In Waipu there is a museum that showcases the areas heritage and has art, pictures
and information that tells the story a lot of people visit that museum. Think that sharing our history
is important.

Kauri Dieback - advised that each of the walkways there would be boxes that held disinfectant so
that you wash your shoes when entering/leaving unfortunately the supplies have not been filled up.
If this is a resource available then they should make sure that these are always available - this
teaches people to use the resource and is educated at the same time.
Need to ensure that our nature/environment is kept clean, green - help our wildlife to flourish the
birds to link into the North West Wildlink - make sure the trees are not taken over by pest plants need to educate people on planting of noxious weeds.
Education should be the number one tool that the local board should be doing with
schools/businesses and community groups - look to try and link everyone together - together we
can make a difference.
Encouraging what local board is doing involving schools in looking after the natural environment.

Hibiscus Coast growing rapidly and what was a holiday environment has now grown. Public
transport and infrastructure have been neglected. There is a lot of catching up to do.

Any other comments?

Infrastructure should be put in before subdivisions are developed. Good forward planning has not
been done.

Any other comments?

Our Auckland could be in several languages or at least have some pages in different languages,
especially Mandarin/Chinese/Korean.

No of Attendees

Event

9
Topic

Thursday, 8th June 2017 ‐ HBLB HYSE ‐ Orewa Service Centre (6pm‐
8pm)
Comment

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Town Centre parking (Yes or No)

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Look at partnering with the business sector to put on transport to the business park

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Better signage to show where the business park is

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Signage to show where the footpath is on Silverdale Hill and also where access to the
underpass under Tavern Road is

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Revitalisation of town centres, need people living in them encourage apartment style living

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Manly should be a local centre. Will be revitalised when apartments are built

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Large number of unemployed young people

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Any intention to re-establish the visitor information centres?

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people
to shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Lot of small businesses in the area, need a community business place where people can
come together and share ideas, hot desk etc. Maybe use space at the Plaza in
Whangaparaoa

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery
of Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do
you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:

Ferry Service from Arkles Bay

Cycleway to Gulf Harbour (didn't say where from !)

Bridge / Boardwalk at Weiti to connect to Silverdale

Better bus connectivity - mini feeder buses, bus journeys complete in both directions

Better signage on how to get places via public transport

Penlink - need United Front

Faster network of bus system along Whangaparaoa Road

Higher frequency of bus network in Whangaparaoa

Review of bus stop spaces

NEX direct to Silverdale Shops

Progress North Shore Rail Project

Northern Corridor extension

Need a push on lights at Silverdale intersection

Silverdale Business Park - no bus link, access difficult . Loss of productivity through lack of
access. Advocate for Penlink
Multi-sport reference would like to see word changed to Exclusive Sport Use
Lots of residential development, important to acquire extra reserves
Development contributions to be spent within a reasonable distance to where they are
collected from

Topic

Comment

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:

New SHA Wainui - will this eventually be part of the Hibiscus and Bays Local Board Area
rather than Rodney?

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:

Concerned with amount of building in areas limiting parking availability near coastline.
What can we do to gain more access to coastline (beaches) in cars

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:

More portable BBQ's at Orewa Beach

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:

Would like to understand what the strategic vision is of the local board - like to see the
local board having more influence on walkways/cycleway including promoting the Crimson
Walkway.

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines,
park and reserves. Do you:

Like to see the greenway connection from Weiti to Arkles and then having a ferry
connection from Arkles - this would provide great tourism opportunities.

Stair or walkway at Silverdale Intersection
Bridge / Boardwalk at Weiti to connect to Silverdale
Dividing local bins into compost/recycling/rubbish
Approved of the Greenways plan but would like to see the prioritised actions of the
greenways plan to understand what are the priority areas and why they have been
identified as a priority

Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel Estuary Arts Centre - art piece "ring of poles" like to see companies enable sponsorship of
and function of local spaces and places and to be actively
these poles and provide a gateway initiative that will bring people in but also enable
involved in improving them. Do you:
sponsorship for companies and not all funding required by local board. This initiative
would make people feel welcome and create talking point.
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel
and function of local spaces and places and to be actively
involved in improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel
and function of local spaces and places and to be actively
involved in improving them. Do you:

Community spirit is good in Whangaparaoa and the local board needs to continue to foster
this spirit to ensure that this is not lost and people continue to feel like they belong.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do
you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do
you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do
you:

Weiti River Walk - LB promoted this new walkway had volunteers go in create space - not
being well maintained - grass is over grown and there is no signage to advise of this
walkway or the benefits that this walkway has created.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do
you:

Stanmore Bay has recently had inundation of SILT red seaweed and would like to see the
local board take action on preventing this in the future. Recommended that the local board
speak to Northland Council as they are working proactively to stop this red seaweed
forming.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do
you:
Any other comments?

NW Wildlink is very important - like to know what the local board thoughts are on the Todd
Development at Okura development as important to retain our environmental qualities.

Silverdale Hall is fully booked facility - like to see other hall (by the Pioneer Village) run as
a similar model to the Silverdale Hall - providing opportunities for the community to use this
facility. This hall is smaller and offers better use for smaller groups - provides good
community spirit

Need to protect our coastline and streams - issues with SILT and rubbish going into our
waterways - action needs to be taken to keep them clear and need to make sure
developers are working harder to prevent this in high growth areas
Water quality is very important - there is a lot of development happening and a lot more
scheduled to happen in the future. Need to ensure that we have good monitoring and
enforcement in place. It is not well monitored now and would like to see improvements
on this to ensure our coastlines and rivers are kept clean.

Civil Defence - the local part is missing within our area - no longer supported locally but
has a big presence in town - concern that there will be no support for outer areas when
disaster hits locally. Would like to see local boards to take more leadership in Civil
Defence making it about local needs. Need to build community resilience

Any other comments?

Need signage for where Citizens Advice Bureau is - Orewa requires better signage to
showcase where our community facilities and community spaces are.

Any other comments?

Community gardens - would like to see these within our public reserves - provides huge
benefits for the community but also provides trees but have a purpose for providing
fruit/vegetables for the community.

Any other comments?

Concern that Penlink will stop the community feeling spirit as it will allow further growth
and move away from the community spirit

Any other comments?

Te Ara Tahuna Walkway/Cycleway is a great achievement and the local board should look
at creating more spaces like this - where it brings the community and others together

Any other comments?

Stormwater drains from Titan Place through the Hibiscus Coast Highway are completely
silted up and need to be cleaned on a regular basis in case of severe weather events
which can cause major flooding.

Any other comments?

Stormwater drains from Titan Place through the Hibiscus Coast Highway are completely
silted up and need to be cleaned on a regular basis in case of severe weather events
which can cause major flooding.
Like to see more cycle network opportunities within the Hibiscus and Bays Local Board
area

Any other comments?
Any other comments?

Storage depot at Silverdale War Memorial park needs to be tidied up and made to look
visually better with planting around the area.

No of Attendees
17
Topic
Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Event
Wednesday, 14th June 2017 - HBLB HYSE - Browns Bay Service Centre (6pm-8pm)
Comment
LBP - strong local economy - town centre plans - Kurt has provided feedback on 3 centre plans over
the years and the only actions he has seen completed is the beachfront boardwalk and some
cleaning up of areas the rest has never come to fruition. Like to see the old plans done rather than
looking at new centre plans - waste of money.

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

BB parking is becoming critical and a lot of businesses are now saying you cannot park or they will
tow you. If we loose parking at Anzac Road this would be disaster. They are building more
apartments with limited parking - public transport does not work well as it should - (although the
hospital bus does work well).

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

We are interested in developing employment opportunities for locals to meed our needs, particularly
in the context of our increasingly diverse community (eg drawing on the experience of overseas
born residents, dealing with diverse languages etc).
Further MAC can work to develop the creative capabilities of locals (not necessarily young) in terms
of domain-relevant skills, and (most importantly) intrinsic motivation so that particpants are more
adaptable and resilient. This need not be limited to training in 'the arts'. Creativity skills have broad
applicability and we can partner with local training providers to offer hybrid programmes.

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Arts based methods are based on experimentation and adaptability as well as sensitivity to culture
and a feeling for place.
We would love to be involved in creating unique and creative facilities which, due to being created
by and with residents, have a sense of care and attachment.

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Pedestrian friendly spaces are accessible, safe, and welcoming and can be humorous, playful and
thought-provoking. They can foster care and attachment to place.
We believe there is the potential for art and creative activities to contribute to the develoment and
ongoing activation of spaces which have unique local flavours and seek opportunities to work to
provide such.

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Like to see the Greenways plan number 22 part of Te Araroa trail (which would go through the
Todds Developments). Like to see bridge from Stillwater over the Weiti River (that can be opened to
allow boats through) then be able to catch a ferry from Arkles Bay. This would be a great tourist
idea - can do kayaking along Weiti river as well as providing a walking/cycling route. Would like to
see this promoted as one of the top priorities and see it as a great tourism activity. A very long-term
vision. Would like to see the LB request a feasability study for future planning.

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

One of the main issues in Browns Bay is parking - seen two large developments go up and another
one is going up soon and the unitary plan is for more infill of housing for this area for the future. The
UP also does not provide for parking within these buildings and often most households have more
than one car - which means that there will be more people parking on the streets. Have had people
parking in his driveway and going off to pay a bill.

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Strong local economy is one of the outcomes in the local board plan, to have vibrant town centres.
Concern that their are more pubs and bars and restaurants going into Browns Bay - is this what the
local board means when saying vibrant town - concern that BB will turn into K'Road. does this show
a vibrant centre?

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Concern about Browns Bay Centre Plan and the idea of turning Inverness Road to pedestrian
access only - there are at least 70 carparks that would be taken out if this was to happen. If people
cannot get parking they will go somewhere else. The other businesses are actually making it harder
for people to park by getting clamping vehicles.

Q1 We think revitalising our local town centres will attract people to
shop locally and contribute to a strong local economy. Do you

Browns Bay is known for its beach and more and more people are coming to this area - but there is
no parking and often find that people are parking on the beach.

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery of
Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do you:

Cycleways - connected communities - when putting in cycleways often there is not enough room to
create these cycleways and they take up the space that was used to allow people to turn safely or
take out the median line - need to think about more clearly on how these cycleways can be
completed but also ensure that the users of the road have good access as well and does not cause
hold ups to the traffic. Need to ensure there is enough room for cycling lanes only if there is the
space.
The development of the art walkway which attempts to link MAC with Mairangi Village is a good step
but the centre is still disconnected from the daily life of the shopping and cafe district.
We seek opportunities and resources to develop ways (physical and activity-based) to connect the
public resources at and around MAC withthe nearby village.

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery of
Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do you:

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery of
Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do you:

Penlink project - NZTA good to hear moving forward - this is the most important transport issue for
the HBLB and that the local board continues to advocate for this project.

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery of
Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do you:

Curly Avenue is important too. Silverdale Lights proposals are important - will help the community
get around and provide linkages for business park and retail area

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery of
Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do you:

Like to see further bus connections.

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery of
Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do you:

Concern that if the local board does go ahead with Ferry terminal at BB in front of the Manly
Esplanade this will also take out more parking - need to think about the future - there is not enough
parking in BB.

Q2 We want to continue our efforts to influence an earlier delivery of
Penlink, improved travel times and public transport options. Do you:

Silverale - need roundabout to join the two areas, real segregation at present.. If Curley Avenue
extended then danger to puriri trees. The society would like to be involved in any consultation re the
Curley Avenue extension to ensure puriris aren't damaged or lost.

Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines, park Open space - need to retain our green space due to all the new growth anticipated in our areas
and reserves. Do you:
especially if they are creating apartment blocks. Would like to see more campgrounds created in
our areas - campervans etc. people need access to our greenspaces - need to grow the space for
people to enjoy our open space.
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines, park As the local centre for art and creativity we velieve MAC seeks more of an opportunity to contribute
and reserves. Do you:
to this process, project implementation, and placemaking and activation activities after construction.

Topic
Comment
Q3 We want to enhance access and activities on our coastlines, park We are interested in developing art and creativity programmes which activate the creativity of the
and reserves. Do you:
body, mind and soul - individually and collectively. This can include dance, contact improvisatin,
yoga and walking projects. Our recent work with Touch Compass (NZ's only professional inclusive
dance company) is one concrete example.
Access to, and input into, the development of multi-sport and recreation projects would enable us to
further this work.
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
improving them. Do you:

Would like to see community gardens in our reserves and how to grow these spaces in the local
board area.
Arts based approaches are common in placemaking and citizen led develoment practices.
Our recent projects illustrate the steps that we are taking in developing such capability and we
would love to have more input in this area.

Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and MAC continues to work for this objective.
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
Our ability to improve in this area depends on the extent to which we are able to allocate staff time.
improving them. Do you:
This is very difficult, as our increasing number of users is resultiong in more time required for
adminstrative tasks
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and Arts based approaches are common in placemaking and citizen led develoment practices.
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
Our recent projects illustrate the steps that we are taking in developing such capability and we
improving them. Do you:
would love to have more input in this area.
MAC continues to work for this objective.
Our ability to improve in this area depends on the extgend to which we are able to allocate staff
time. This is verty diffic as our increasing number of users is resulting in more time required for
administrative tasks.
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and Our new strategic plan emphasises our desire to work with mana whenua and our newly re-defined
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
value statement highlights our commitment to value honour and embrace the principles of the Treaty
improving them. Do you:
of Waitangi.
We need support to dig out opportunities and devote resources to this very important aspect.
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and Estuary Arts Centre is fantastic facility and thankful to the local board for their continued support.
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
Arts funding is different in other parts of Auckland - its important across AC to ensure that funding is
given out fairly across the whole area. Like to see local board to lobby for fairer subsidies across
improving them. Do you:
the Auckland area for Art Centres.
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and Supports working with groups such as Future Whangaparaoa (Whangaparaoa 2030) to provide
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
great community outcomes
improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and MAC supports the draft local board plan and is already engaging and empowering our community.
MAC under staffed and have to mange 320 programmes 40,000 people - have wonderful
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
improving them. Do you:
volunteers - concern about h&s and burning people out.
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and Concern about equity issues versus what other arts centres gets versus MAC and the programmes
they deliver
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
improving them. Do you:
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and The Mairangi Bay food and wine festival is getting bigger and better . Mission to promote Mairangi
Bay as community village and premier Auckland destination. Important to make people belong
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
which is an outcome of the LBP. Objectives to promote Mairangi as the place to visit within the
improving them. Do you:
North Shore area and would like to work positively with the local board..
Q4 We are keen to support communities influencing the look, feel and Like to get local neighbourhoods to come together about growing food in our communities and
provide opportunities for this to happen in our reserves or even people's back yards. Rather than put
function of local spaces and places and to be actively involved in
into lawns to be mowed create gardens for food - which helps bring the community together but also
improving them. Do you:
provides food for our community. Share ideas, learn new skills, planting.
MAC continues to work for this objective.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
Our ability to improve in this area depends on the extent to which we are able to allocate staff time.
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: This is very difficult, as our increasing number of users is resultiong in more time required for
adminstrative tasks
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Our ability to improve in this area depends on the extent to which we are able to allocate staff time.
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
This is very difficult, as our increasing number of users is resultiong in more time required for
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: adminstrative tasks
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Nature based all ages play and exploration, arts and crafts using natural resources and arts based
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
techniques of observation foster a connection with and deeper appreciation for the natural
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: environment MAC can expand current activities in these areas, in collaboratin with local groups such
as schools (eg enviroschools programmes) and new arrivals to the area.
We have also been discussing art-nature projects which encourage eco/art tourism in collaboration
with local residents with connection to schools and art groups overseas.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Our new strategic plan emphasises our desire to work with mana whenua and our newly re-defined
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
value statement highlights our commitment to value honour and embrace the principles of the Treaty
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: of Waitangi.
We need support to dig out opportunities and devote resources to this very important aspect.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Artistic methods are very effective in the creation of stories where shared experience and wisdom,
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
beliefs, knowledge and values are passed on. Such stories can also provoke or foster imaginations
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: of alternate realities.
We are keen to work on intergenerational storytelling projectgs which can contribute to the
development of physical and digital signage in our community.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Would like for the Silverdale & Districts Historical Society to take over the lease of the Red Cross
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
building - will make it available to all community groups. Would like to be on the HBLB mailing
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: lists/email. Silverdale Districts Historical Society fits well with outcome on telling the early stories.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Okura Bushwalk - through Stillwater - under funded with boardwalks - like to see more boardwalks
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
along this area to provide better connections
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Wildlands report for Deep Creek restoration has been adopted and supported by the local board.
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
Continued frustrations due to changes in officers. Plan clearly states to remove the macrocapa
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: trees but arborist are now stating that tree should not be removed. Would like to move forward on
the Wildlands report and actually start to deliver this project.

Topic
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you:

Comment
Environment is all good but how do you monitor what is happening with regards to people taking the
fish from the beaches - need to ensure this is monitored and make sure the community are aware of
the laws on what can be taken. LB pointed out this is a fisheries role.

Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Need to highlight the importance in the LBP about businesses not polluting our drains - just recently
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
there was a blockage in the pipe from fat that had been poured down the drain which then caused
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: blockage. Need more $$ spend on monitoring of this and education and also advise of the fines for
polluting our drains.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Moths are important to the forests eco-system for pollination, important food for seed distributors,
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
feed other insects such as bats and keep plants under control. In new developments especially
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: those close to native bush 2200 kalvin lights (amber shade) should be used. These are more
expensive. In the new roadway going into the Okura development we would like to see lights lower
to the ground and using sensor technology.
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Envirofill has a lot of run off in heavy rain and this is polluitng Karepiro Bay
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Wants to see boardwalk over sensitive areas and Stillwater/Wade river walk and the Karepiro Bay
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
flood area. This would give dotterels and godwits their beach back.
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Need financial support to continue with their Northwest Wildlink corridor restoration including
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
engaging landowners, creating pest plans and rat knockdown programme.
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Envirofill have increased truck movements to 300 a day. There is a lot of sediment going into
Karepiro Bay during heavy rainfall.
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you:
Q5 You have told us that a protected an enhanced natural
Education centre when Weiti block is consented, café & shop, boot clenaing station with flora and
environment is a priority. We would like to continue working with
fauna information centre, plant nursery, biosecurity room and encourage the use of it by school
partners to educate and care for our unique natural heritage. Do you: groups. Would also like to see a skywalk in the bush area to get an appreciation of the expanse.
Any other comments?

Thinks that the local board plan is good and covers all the areas for our community within the
identified outcomes.

Any other comments?

There is a concern when AT mow the road berms in Stillwater as they cut anything in the path
(weeds and plants).

Any other comments?

Stillwater local community doing its bit for million trees, the community shows their willingness to get
stuck in and do the weeding within the park areas.
Like to see the speed reduction on the main road in Stillwater reduced as the road cannot cope with
this speed.

Any other comments?
Any other comments?

Like to see local board put on the agenda to actively lobby on getting the 2nd harbour bridge - if the
current one fall down then north of the bridge are going to have a few problems - need to
understand the lifespan of the current harbour bridge.

Any other comments?

Silverdale Rugby - lighting on number one field needs to be upgraded - provided two documents.
Silverdale Rugby is one of the highest using clubs in the HBC. Due to H&S requirements they need
the lighting to be upgraded. Previously consented for lighting upgrade. Agreed that Silverdale
Rugby would contribute to the upgrade of the lights if required.

Any other comments?

Ex Silverdale Bowling building and associated land. On behalf of the user interest groups they
would like to see this rebuilt as a community facility and be part of the 2017 local board plan.
Requested their interest be noted in the LBP
Ex Silverdale Bowling building. The parks depot area is looking really bad and needs to be tidied
up - maybe provide planting to block of space.

Any other comments?
Any other comments?

Neville Brothers is the largest trucking firm in the area - concern about how the trucks get across to
the business park area - permitted to use Tavern Road if they use another route they can be fined.
Need to provide the lights at this intersection - to enable safe passage not only for this employees
but for all the businesses in this business park area - there are 320 businesses - need to provide
connection from the Silverdale Business Park into the Silverdale Retail area. There are a lot of
roads that have hills with lights (no different to Hibiscus Coast Highway) and the lights can be
phased to ensure they work as same as PNS lights.

Any other comments?

Support the need for the lights at Silverdale to provide connections from Silverdale Business Park
into the Silverdale Retail area. Trucks and heavy vehicles require the controlled intersection- this
will help the whole of Silverdale - not opposed to Penlink or Curley Ave but need something now to
make Silverdale connect better and safely. This is causing major problems for businesses to move
out because of not having easy and safe connectivity. HBC Highway is no longer a rural road any
more. A major employer is looking to move out (huge employer who brings a lot of employees and
business to the area). The 2017draft LBP states that employment is main focus - if we to provide
good business opportunities for this area then businesses will stay. Traffic lights are going in with
other developed areas within Silverdale area but this has not been included although promised by
ex RDC. Like the local board to understand what a detrimental effect it is to not put these lights in.
Lights can be coordinated with PNS lights to ensure they work in coordination.

Any other comments?

Received letter from Atlas Concrete concerned about exiting Titan Place as people are doing U
turns to circumvent the loop - this is a health and safety concern.

Any other comments?

Thinks that the LBP does a lot of advocating and not a lot of delivering - like to see more
deliverables happening rather than advocating.

Any other comments?

MAC are concerned about the building and lack of maintenance - rain flood through 3D studio.
Concern about the outdoor poor lighting at night and pot holes in the carpark.

Any other comments?

MAC are concerned about Hasting Road and speed of vehicles coming down that road and people
exiting or coming into the MAC and visibility of the driveway
Gone through draft local board plan and key initiatives and have identified how MAC can support to
help the local board achieve these key initiatives - have notes to pass around and how they can
enhance the community outcomes.

Any other comments?

Topic
Any other comments?
Any other comments?

Comment
Thank you for the grants and support for the BID. The LBP summary is excellent and mirrors the
BID plan and most important fits our community needs.
Footpaths in business area of Mairangi Bay are very slippery due to wet weather. This has become
a real h&s issue and needs to be addressed.

Any other comments?

Like to see CCTV cameras operating in the Mairangi Bay Village area to provide a safe
environment.

Any other comments?

LBP - is very high level document. There are a lot of retired people out there in the HBLB community
- CAB is important to providing the contact for the seniors. Concern that a lot of the connections are
to do with mobiles and computers whereas the CAB provide face to face connection. Would like
LBP to concentrate on the importance of providing this face to face connection and how important
CAB is to our community. Realise limited dollars - often looks at bottom line and doesn't look at
what these community groups provide in regards to community benefit and social outcomes.
Important that LB advocates for the CAB's within their areas.

Any other comments?

Infrastructure maintenance is not in the LBP. Have had two major storms recently and because the
drains are not cleared (especially when the leaves are falling from the trees) this causes flooding.
Maintenance is important and this should be highlighted within the LBP.

